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Cobit 5 Foundation Sample Exam Questions
Endorsed by the Official ITIL Accreditor and updated in line with the 2011 syllabus, the
bestselling study aid Passing your ITIL Foundation Exam - 2011 Edition is the ideal
companion for students preparing for their ITIL Foundation Exam. The publication presents
the Foundation content in an easy-to-follow structure, which is ideal for learning, and
developing an understanding of the basic concepts, principles and terminology associated
with IT service management. The publication provides an overview of the ITIL Foundation
learning requirements. It contains chapters on service management, each of the five
lifecycle stages, and service management technology - plus information on the
qualification scheme and the exam itself. Key features: Topics are presented in a logical
easy-to-absorb structure. A fictional case study helps to bring service management to
life. Mind maps summarize content at the end of chapters
For trainers free additional material of this book is available. This can be found under
the "Training Material" tab. Log in with your trainer account to access the material.The
BRMP® Guide to the BRM Body of Knowledge is designed to assist the Business Relationship
Management Professional (BRMP®) training course attendees and certification exam
candidates, but it will also be of great value to anyone looking for a comprehensive
foundation-level overview of the art and practice of Business Relationship Management.
The book covers the entire BRMP® course syllabus and contains all the information covered
in the training and referenced in the exam.What is BRMP®?Business Relationship Management
Professional (BRMP®) training is a world-class professional development program designed
to provide a solid foundation-level knowledge of Business Relationship Management. The
BRMP® exam is designed to test an individual s learning through rigorous examination
providing a leading verifiable benchmark of BRM professional acumen and achievement. To
learn more about BRMP® training and certification, please visit
http://brminstitute.org/.Who Is It For?Business Relationship Management Professional
(BRMP®) training and certification program is intended as a comprehensive foundation for
Business Relationship Managers at every experience level, with the training and
certification designed to provide a solid baseline level of knowledge. BRMP® professional
development program provides an excellent Return on Investment (ROI) and is ideally
suited for project managers, business analysts, architects, external service providers;
representatives of shared services organizations including IT, HR, Finance, Sales,
Strategy Planning, etc.; business partners and anyone else interested in business value
maximization.Benefits for Individuals and OrganizationsHolders of BRMI Business
Relationship Management Professional (BRMP®) credentials will be able to demonstrate
their understanding of: The characteristics of the BRM role. What it means to perform as
a strategic partner, contributing to business strategy formulation and shaping business
demand for the service provider s services. The use of Portfolio Management disciplines
and techniques to maximize realized business value. Business Transition Management and
the conditions for successful change programs to minimize value leakage. The BRM role in
Service Management and alignment of services and service levels with business needs. The
principles of effective and persuasive communication.
Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) is a framework created
by ISACA for information technology (IT) management and IT governance. It is a supporting
toolset that allows managers to bridge the gap between control requirements, technical
issues and business risks. The COBIT 5 framework for the governance and management of
enterprise IT is a leading-edge business optimization and growth roadmap that leverages
proven practices, global thought leadership and ground-breaking tools to inspire IT
innovation and fuel business success. This publication is directed to readers that are
interested in understanding the key terms, principles and facts of COBIT 5 at a
foundation level and to those learners interested in achieving the COBIT 5 Foundation
certification. The publication serves as a self-study guide for the Foundation
certification as it follows the official course syllabus and contains a sample exam
paper.
Managing Benefits
An Introduction to Cyber Security
A Management Guide
The STREAM TONE: The Future of Personal Computing?
International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF)
COBIT 5 for Risk
The ITIL pocket guides of Van Haren Publishing are since long recognized as the industry classic guide on the topic of ITIL, in many
languages. Over the years this authoritative guide has earned its place on the bookshelves and in the briefcases of industry experts as
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they implement best practices within their organizations. This pocket guide will provide readers with an understanding of the ITIL 4
service management framework, by: * understanding the key concepts of service management * understanding how the seven ITIL
guiding principles can help an organization adopt and adapt service management * understanding the four dimensions of service
management * understanding the purpose and components of the ITIL service value system * understanding the six activities of the
service value chain, and how they interconnect * knowing the purpose and key terms of 15 of the 34 ITIL practices * understanding
seven of these 15 ITIL practices in detail All exam requirements for the ITIL 4 Foundation exam are covered in this pocket guide. It
also provides support for everyone who has knowledge of previous ITIL editions and is looking for a bridge to the new edition. ITIL 4
took a big leap into the modern world of IT service management, covering the latest principles and practices in a customer-focused,
service-centric way, enabling Agile principles for maximum support of any business. Bron: Flaptekst, uitgeversinformatie.
Management, Computers, Computer networks, Information exchange, Data processing, IT and Information Management: IT Service
Management
Cybersecurity is undoubtedly one of the fastest-growing fields. However, there is an acute shortage of skilled workforce. The
cybersecurity beginners guide aims at teaching security enthusiasts all about organizational digital assets’ security, give them an
overview of how the field operates, applications of cybersecurity across sectors and industries, and skills and certifications one needs
to build and scale up a career in this field.
VeriSM ™ - unwrapped and applied
Service operation
Digital Information Design (DID) Foundation
The Business Model for Information Security
21st International Working Conference, REFSQ 2015, Essen, Germany, March 23-26, 2015. Proceedings
Achieving Alignment and Value, Featuring COBIT 5
Digital Information Design (DID) Foundation Digital Information Design (DID) is primarily a business information
management (BIM) model. As with any model it is used to help you to describe problems and test potential
solutions. DID is not like any other method or framework model; it is independent of any other existing model or
framework and does not claim to manage the entirety of the design of business information services. DID
identifies useful and widely used best practices that are designed specifically for use in any phase of business
information service development from idea, conception, specification, design, test, handover, service
management and operation, or managing architectural issues or hardware and software installation. Primarily,
DID was developed to manage the quality of information, and how to put it to good use. The DID model has been
designed for you to identify what you need and when you need it when designing business information services
and as a broad guide, identifies key points in existing frameworks that are particularly useful. The model is
wholly independent of all other frameworks (including BiSL and BiSL Next in which the basic design is rooted).
You can choose and use whatever you wish, the model will help you to assess the validity of your choice(s) and
identify strengths and weaknesses in your approach. The DID model focuses on the common languages to
describe key elements of design (need and value, mission and capability), key business information perspectives
(business, information/data, services and technology) and the high-level domains (governance, strategy,
improvement and operation) that must be managed in order to effectively run any business. DID helps you to
identify only what you need to ensure that business information design reflects what is needed by your
enterprise. The model can be used entirely separately from the framework level guidance discussed and it can
be used at any level in the organization. The essentials of DID are explained in two books: this book, Foundation
and the Practitioner book that will be published later.
CISSP Study Guide - fully updated for the 2021 CISSP Body of Knowledge (ISC)2 Certified Information Systems
Security Professional (CISSP) Official Study Guide, 9th Edition has been completely updated based on the latest
2021 CISSP Exam Outline. This bestselling Sybex Study Guide covers 100% of the exam objectives. You'll prepare
for the exam smarter and faster with Sybex thanks to expert content, knowledge from our real-world
experience, advice on mastering this adaptive exam, access to the Sybex online interactive learning
environment, and much more. Reinforce what you've learned with key topic exam essentials and chapter review
questions. The three co-authors of this book bring decades of experience as cybersecurity practitioners and
educators, integrating real-world expertise with the practical knowledge you'll need to successfully pass the
CISSP exam. Combined, they've taught cybersecurity concepts to millions of students through their books, video
courses, and live training programs. Along with the book, you also get access to Sybex's superior online
interactive learning environment that includes: Over 900 new and improved practice test questions with
complete answer explanations. This includes all of the questions from the book plus four additional online-only
practice exams, each with 125 unique questions. You can use the online-only practice exams as full exam
simulations. Our questions will help you identify where you need to study more. Get more than 90 percent of the
answers correct, and you're ready to take the certification exam. More than 700 Electronic Flashcards to
reinforce your learning and give you last-minute test prep before the exam A searchable glossary in PDF to give
you instant access to the key terms you need to know for the exam New for the 9th edition: Audio Review.
Author Mike Chapple reads the Exam Essentials for each chapter providing you with 2 hours and 50 minutes of
new audio review for yet another way to reinforce your knowledge as you prepare. Coverage of all of the exam
topics in the book means you'll be ready for: Security and Risk Management Asset Security Security Architecture
and Engineering Communication and Network Security Identity and Access Management (IAM) Security
Assessment and Testing Security Operations Software Development Security
COBIT 5ImplementationISACAISACA COBIT 5 Foundation EXAM Practice Questions & DumpsEXAM PRACTICE
QUESTIONS FOR COBIT 5 Foundation LATEST VERSION
90+ Review Questions Included
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ITIL®4
Configuration Management: Using COBIT 5
Passing Your ITIL Foundation Exam
A Business Framework for the Governance and Management of Enterprise IT.
61 Review Questions Included
Projects and programmes should achieve a return on the investment made by the owner or sponsor. This return is now thought of
as the benefits that accrue from the investment: some financial, others perhaps harder to define, but nonetheless just as important
in justifying the investment. Making sure that they are realised, and that unanticipated benefits are maximised, is as important as
the initial justification, and without that many projects have earned a bad name for project management. This publication provides
comprehensive guidance on how to manage delivery of the benefits used to justify investment in change. It provides guidance for
all involved in successful change delivery from senior responsible owners and directors through to portfolio, programme and
project managers. The guidance is the source material for an accredited qualification from APMG-International
The PRINCE2 Agile guide supports a new qualification which is being offered as an extension for those who already hold a
PRINCE2 Practitioner qualification. PRINCE2 Agile is the most up-to-date and relevant view of agile project management
methodologies and the only framework covering a wide range of agile concepts, including SCRUM, Kanban and Lean Startup
Open Agile Architecture™, a standard of The Open Group, offers an approach to architect at scale with agility. It provides guidance
and best practices for Enterprise Architects seeking to transition into Agile and Digital contexts. Empowering an Enterprise to
Succeed with its Digital-Agile Transformation Agile teams drive the enterprise’s Digital Transformation by inventing new business
models, delivering superior customer experiences, developing digital products, and architecting highly-automated operating
systems. The Open Agile Architecture Standard was designed keeping the needs of all business stakeholders in mind: Business
Leaders – to drive the enterprise’s Digital and Agile change journey Enterprise Architects – to extend their scope of influence in an
Agile at scale world Product Managers – to help transform customer experience, innovate products, and generate growth Product
Owners – to accelerate their transformation from managing feature backlogs to steering value delivery Operations Managers – to
enable them to leverage Lean and automation to generate sustainable competitive advantages Software Engineers – to leverage
the power of digital technologies to co-innovate with the business The more Agile the enterprise, the faster the learning cycles, and
faster learning cycles translate to shorter time-to-market resulting in more agility. By adopting an Open Agile Architecture
approach, your organization can capitalize on this accelerated learning cycle, meaning your Agile and Digital capabilities
continuously and simultaneously co-create one another.
CRISC Review Manual 6th Edition
COBIT 5: Enabling Information
COBIT® 5
Human + Machine
A Standard of The Open Group
ITIL Practitioner Guidance is the essential reference text which accompanies the ITIL Practitioner qualification. Fully
integrated with the ITIL Practitioner syllabus, this publication is also a practical guide that helps IT service
management (ITSM) professionals turn ITIL theory into practice through case studies, worksheets, templates and
scenarios. The book assumes knowledge of ITIL and ITSM up to ITIL Foundation level, and begins with a discussion
of the guiding principles of ITSM. It goes on to explain how these guiding principles are essential for ITSM and how
they relate to philosophies, frameworks and methodologies such as DevOps, Lean, Agile etc. The publication shows
how following the CSI (continual service improvement) approach, and how the core skills of organizational change
management, communication, metrics and measurement, can underpin successful ITSM improvement initiatives.
ITIL is a widely adopted body of knowledge and best practices for successful IT Service Management that links with
training and certification. ITIL 4 has evolved from the current version by re-shaping much of the established ITSM
practices in the wider context of customer experience; value streams and digital transformation; as well as embracing
new ways of working, such as Lean, Agile, and DevOps. ITIL 4 provides the guidance organizations need to address
new service management challenges and utilize the potential of modern technology. It is designed to ensure a flexible,
coordinated and integrated system for the effective governance and management of IT-enabled services. "ITIL
Foundation" is the first ITIL 4 publication and the latest evolution of the most widely-adopted guidance for ITSM. Its
audience ranges from IT and business students taking their first steps in service management to seasoned
professionals familiar with earlier versions of ITIL and other sources of industry best practice. The guidance
provided in this publication can be adopted and adapted for all types of organizations and services. To show how the
concepts of ITIL can be practically applied to an organization's activities, ITIL Foundation follows the exploits of a
fictional company on its ITIL journey.
Service Automation is the concept of achieving customer loyalty by the use of automated technologies and builds
upon a large demographic and sociological trend. We are the self-service generation, who are able to make our own
decisions. The self-service generation is nowadays used to search, evaluate and purchase products online for a
number of years now.This book will give you deep insight into the concept of Service Automation, the concept by
which you can automate customer service in your organization. If you adequately apply Service Automation in your
organization, you will see both employee and customer satisfaction rise and significantly increase the number of
people who ‘like’ your company.The Service Automation Framework (SAF ) has been created to find a methodical
way to discuss Service Automation. It offers a simplistic version of any organization, which includes a number of
processes that every organization can think of to systematically enhance its Service. As with any model, it is a
simplified version of reality, but it structures the mind and provides uniform terminology when discussing the
contents with co-workers and colleagues. Nothing more, nothing less. We encourage you to adapt and apply the
model in any way that you see fit and which helps you and your organization.This book is intended for anyone who
has ever experienced that the level of Service in his organization can be increased and is looking for guidance on a
step-by-step model to achieve this, whether you are an entrepreneur, executive, consultant or work in the field of
academia.
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ITIL Practitioner Guidance (Japanese Edition)
Essential Guidance to the Change Management Body of Knowledge
COBIT 5
Service Automation Framework
ISACA COBIT 5 Foundation EXAM Practice Questions & Dumps
Reimagining Work in the Age of AI
Personal computing is changing from an old world of local services provided by local devices to a new world of
remote Web-based services provided by cloud computing-based data centres. This book explores in detail what
might be required to make a comprehensive move to this exciting new world and the many benefits that move
could bring.
VeriSM: Unwrapped and Applied, the second volume within the VeriSM series, extends the information in the first
volume VeriSM: A Service Management Approach for the Digital Age. It shows how VeriSM applies to the digitally
transforming organization. This includes information around what digital transformation is, approaches to digital
transformation and its implications for the entire organization, especially the people. The book explains how to
use the VeriSM model, describing the steps to develop, maintain and use the Management Mesh to deliver a new
or changed product or service. Within this content, a case study is used to illustrate how to apply the model for
each stage and to show the expected outcomes. Implications for the entire organization are stressed throughout
the entire volume, reinforcing the concepts of enterprise strategy tying together the organizational capabilities
to produce consumer-focused products and services. The second part of the book also includes a wealth of case
studies, stories and interviews from organizations and individuals who have a digital transformation journey to
share. VeriSM early adopters from around the world provide more information about how they are applying the
guidance.
Written for IT service managers, consultants and other practitioners in IT governance, risk and compliance, this
practical book discusses all the key concepts of COBIT®5, and explains how to direct the governance of
enterprise IT (GEIT) using the COBIT®5 framework. The book also covers the main frameworks and standards
supporting GEIT, discusses the ideas of enterprise and governance, and shows the path from corporate
governance to the governance of enterprise IT.
Unofficial Cobit 5 Foundation Exam Review Questions and Answers 2016/17
Introduction and Methodology
Building Maintainable Software, Java Edition
COBIT 2019 Design Guide
The BRMP® Guide to the BRM Body of Knowledge
Open Agile Architecture™

This guide details an approach to undertaking IT process assessments based on the COBIT 5
Process Assessment Model or PAM. Included in this guide are sufficient information from
the COBIT PAM and a full self-assessment template to simplify the self-assessment
process.
The COBIT 5 Foundation exam tests one's ability to understand the various IT management
issues and use COBIT to respond to the challenges encountered.We create these selfpractice test questions module (90+ questions included) referencing the principles and
concepts currently valid in the relevant COBIT 5 curriculum. Each question comes with an
answer and a short explanation which aids you in seeking further study information. For
purpose of exam readiness drilling, this product includes questions that have varying
numbers of choices. Some have 2 while some have 5 or 6. We want to make sure these
questions are tough enough to really test your readiness and draw your focus to the weak
areas. You should use this product together with other study resources for the best
possible exam prep coverage.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th International Working
Conference on Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality, REFSQ 2014, held
in Essen, Germany, in April 2013. The 23 papers presented together with 1 keynote were
carefully reviewed and selected from 62 submissions. The REFSQ'15 conference is organized
as a three-day symposium. The REFSQ'15 has chosen a special conference theme “I heard it
first at RefsQ”. Two conference days were devoted to presentation and discussion of
scientific papers. The two days connect to the conference theme with a keynote, an
invited talk and poster presentations. There were two parallel tracks on the third day:
the Industry Track and the new Research Methodology Track. REFSQ 2015 seeks reports of
novel ideas and techniques that enhance the quality of RE’s products and processes, as
well as reflections on current research and industrial RE practices.
Vendor Management: Using COBIT 5
Designing an Information and Technology Governance Solution
Self-assessment Guide Using COBIT® 5
EXAM PRACTICE QUESTIONS FOR COBIT 5 Foundation LATEST VERSION
ITIL Foundation
(ISC)2 CISSP Certified Information Systems Security Professional Official Study Guide
AI is radically transforming business. Are you ready? Look around you. Artificial intelligence is no longer
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just a futuristic notion. It's here right now--in software that senses what we need, supply chains that
"think" in real time, and robots that respond to changes in their environment. Twenty-first-century pioneer
companies are already using AI to innovate and grow fast. The bottom line is this: Businesses that
understand how to harness AI can surge ahead. Those that neglect it will fall behind. Which side are you
on? In Human + Machine, Accenture leaders Paul R. Daugherty and H. James (Jim) Wilson show that the
essence of the AI paradigm shift is the transformation of all business processes within an
organization--whether related to breakthrough innovation, everyday customer service, or personal
productivity habits. As humans and smart machines collaborate ever more closely, work processes
become more fluid and adaptive, enabling companies to change them on the fly--or to completely
reimagine them. AI is changing all the rules of how companies operate. Based on the authors' experience
and research with 1,500 organizations, the book reveals how companies are using the new rules of AI to
leap ahead on innovation and profitability, as well as what you can do to achieve similar results. It
describes six entirely new types of hybrid human + machine roles that every company must develop, and
it includes a "leader’s guide" with the five crucial principles required to become an AI-fueled business.
Human + Machine provides the missing and much-needed management playbook for success in our new
age of AI. BOOK PROCEEDS FOR THE AI GENERATION The authors' goal in publishing Human + Machine is
to help executives, workers, students and others navigate the changes that AI is making to business and
the economy. They believe AI will bring innovations that truly improve the way the world works and lives.
However, AI will cause disruption, and many people will need education, training and support to prepare
for the newly created jobs. To support this need, the authors are donating the royalties received from the
sale of this book to fund education and retraining programs focused on developing fusion skills for the age
of artificial intelligence.
Have you ever felt frustrated working with someone else’s code? Difficult-to-maintain source code is a big
problem in software development today, leading to costly delays and defects. Be part of the solution. With
this practical book, you’ll learn 10 easy-to-follow guidelines for delivering Java software that’s easy to
maintain and adapt. These guidelines have been derived from analyzing hundreds of real-world systems.
Written by consultants from the Software Improvement Group (SIG), this book provides clear and concise
explanations, with advice for turning the guidelines into practice. Examples for this edition are written in
Java, while our companion C# book provides workable examples in that language. Write short units of
code: limit the length of methods and constructors Write simple units of code: limit the number of branch
points per method Write code once, rather than risk copying buggy code Keep unit interfaces small by
extracting parameters into objects Separate concerns to avoid building large classes Couple architecture
components loosely Balance the number and size of top-level components in your code Keep your
codebase as small as possible Automate tests for your codebase Write clean code, avoiding "code smells"
that indicate deeper problems
Featuring numerous case examples from companies around the world, this second edition integrates
theoretical advances and empirical data with practical applications, including in-depth discussion on the
COBIT 5 framework which can be used to build, measure and audit enterprise governance of IT
approaches. At the forefront of the field, the authors of this volume draw from years of research and
advising corporate clients to present a comprehensive resource on enterprise governance of IT (EGIT).
Information technology (IT) has become a crucial enabler in the support, sustainability and growth of
enterprises. Given this pervasive role of IT, a specific focus on EGIT has arisen over the last two decades,
as an integral part of corporate governance. Going well beyond the implementation of a superior IT
infrastructure, enterprise governance of IT is about defining and embedding processes and structures
throughout the organization that enable boards and business and IT people to execute their
responsibilities in support of business/IT alignment and value creation from their IT-enabled investments.
Featuring a variety of elements, including executive summaries and sidebars, extensive references and
questions and activities (with additional materials available on-line), this book will be an essential
resource for professionals, researchers and students alike
BiSL® - A Framework for Business Information Management - 2nd edition
PRINCE2 Agile (Dutch Edition)
A Beginner’s Guide
Implementing the NIST Cybersecurity Framework Using COBIT 2019
Cobit 5 Foundation-Reference and Study Guide
Ten Guidelines for Future-Proof Code
The COBIT 5 Foundation exam tests one's ability to understand the various IT management issues and use COBIT to respond to the
challenges encountered.We create these self-practice test questions module referencing the principles and concepts currently valid in
the relevant COBIT 5 curriculum. Each question comes with an answer and a short explanation which aids you in seeking further study
information. For purpose of exam readiness drilling, this product includes questions that have varying numbers of choices. Some have 2
while some have 5 or 6. We want to make sure these questions are tough enough to really test your readiness and draw your focus to
the weak areas. You should use this product together with other study resources for the best possible exam prep coverage.
The Institute of Internal Auditors' (llA's) International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) is the authoritative guidance on the
internal audit profession. The IPPF presents current, relevant, internationally consistent information that is required by internal audit
professionals worldwide. The new IPPF features improved clarity, increased transparency, measurable accountability, a defined cycle of
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review for all guidance, and availability in hard copy and as a fully interactive CD-ROM.
The change management profession is no longer in its infancy. Readily identifiable in organizations and in business literature it is no
longer reliant on parent disciplines such as organizational development or project management. Change management is itself in a state
of change and growth - the number of jobs is increasing and organizations are actively seeking to build their change management
capability. The Effective Change Manager's Handbook, the official guide to the CMI Body of Knowledge, is explicitly designed to help
practitioners, employers and academics define and practice change management successfully and to develop change management
maturity within their organization. A single-volume learning resource covering the range of underpinning knowledge required, it
includes chapters from esteemed and established thought leaders on topics ranging from benefits management, stakeholder strategy,
facilitation, change readiness, project management and education and learning support. Covering the whole process from planning to
implementation, it offers practical tools, techniques and models to effectively support any change initiative.
COBIT 2019 Framework
Optimizing the Return from Investments
Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality
A Pocket Guide
Implementation
Governance and Management Objectives
COBIT 5 is aimed at organisations of all sizes and all sectors. It is ideal for professionals involved in assurance, security, risk, privacy/compliance and
business leaders and stakeholders involved in or affected by governance and management of information and IT systems. Here we've brought best Exam
practice questions of COBIT 5 Foundation for you from which you can prepare well for this exam. Unlike other online simulation practice tests, you get
a Paperback version that is easy to read & remember these questions. You can simply rely on these questions for successfully certifying this exam.
Note: This book is available in several languages: Dutch, English. For trainers free additional material of this book is available. This can be found under
the "Training Material" tab. Log in with your trainer account to access the material. This book describes a process framework for business information
management: the Business Information Services Library (BiSL®) – a public domain standard that is consistent with the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)
and Application Services Library (ASL). BiSL establishes a bridge between IT and business processes, and between business information administrators
and information managers. The BiSL process model provides an insight into all of the primary processes within their field of operations and into the
relationship between the various processes. It offers a starting point for the improvement of these processes using best practices, amongst other things,
and it provides uniform terminology. This book explains BiSL, a process framework for business information management, encompassing the best way to
manage and execute business information management in day-to-day practice, and explains how the framework BiSL can help to improve business
processes and the alignment of business and IT. Additional Training material is available for free for APMG accredited trainers. If you want to have
this sent to you, please send an e-mail to: info@vanharen.net Click here for an overview of the second of BiSL, the ASL BiSL Foundation’s Business
Information Services Library. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zABBrno62uo
Enterprise Governance of Information Technology
The Effective Change Manager's Handbook
Governance of Enterprise IT based on COBIT 5
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